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Denny Ratliff is Hoffman Transport, Inc.’s Driver of the Month for Au-
gust.  Denny has been with Hoffman Transport, Inc. since February 
2013.  Denny is a Regional Driver for us.  He is a great guy to have 
around to make you laugh, as well as, get the job done.  When you 
see Denny, please congratulate him.   

Denny Ratliff 
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*It is the DRIVERS responsibility to get a 
copy of your new license to Safety before it 
expires. Failure to do this WILL result in 
discipline.  

Fans of Elvis Presley mourn each Aug. 16th, the day the famed singer died in 1977.  

Driver    Expiration Date 

Campbell, Del   7/23/2014 

Reitz, Timothy   7/30/2014  

Roberts,  Kenneth   7/27/2014  

Youmans, Jonathan  8/14/2014 

Name   Exp.           Appt. 

Arbogast, Wayne  8/16/14           7/29/14 @ 1:15pm 

Dumas, Philip  8/06/14           7/30/14 @ 8:00am 

Ledford, Douglas  8/12/14             8/07/14 @ 1:15pm 

Lum, Gary  8/01/14           7/29/14 @ 9:00am 

Minkema, John  8/15/14             8/04/14 @ 2:00pm 

Pfeiffer, Thomas  8/08/14           7/31/14 @ 1:00pm 

Rauser, Thomas  8/27/14           8/11/14 @ 3:00pm 

Rife, Daniel  8/22/14           8/07/14 @ 2:30pm 

Youmans, Jonathan 8/01/14           7/31/14 @ 11:30pm 

Name     Birthdate 

Mowell, George    8/2 

Conner, John    8/3 

Hammond, Myron    8/8 

Harry, Eric    8/8 

Arbogast, Wayne    8/12 

Minkema, John    8/14 

Youmans, Jonathan   8/14 

Hoffman, John    8/15  

Name     Birthdate 

Rauser, Thomas    8/21 

Favors, Matthew    8/21 

Smith, David    8/27 

Name   DOH   Years 

Brager, Bridget  8/12/91   23 

Ledford, Douglas  8/13/03   11 

Harris, Charles  8/22/12   2 

Cooper, Damian  8/14/13   1 

Lum, Gary  8/14/13   1 

Demers, Paul  8/14/13   1 
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On Aug. 21, 1911, the Mona Lisa was stolen from the Louvre Gallery and not recovered for two years.  

FUELING TRACTORS AND REEFERS   
 

I know that I shouldn’t have to remind you to always fuel your tractor and reefer when you come into the yard. Some of 

you have gotten into the habit that you wait till you are going out before you fuel. Then forgetting to put fuel in your trac-

tor when you leave on your next outbound and someone else in just as big a hurry had to put fuel in the reefer that you 

didn’t fuel. 

So what’s wrong with this picture? You either ran out of fuel in your tractor or had to buy high priced fuel on the road to  

get you home. Someone else had to fuel your reefer before they took it to load or it got loaded and another driver did their  

job checked the fuel and found it low and returned to the yard and fueled it before starting their trip. You also MUST fuel  

your trailer before you drop it at Taylor Farms in Jessup. 

 

Do it right the first time and save yourself and fellow drivers problems. 

 

YOU MUST FUEL EVERY REFER YOU BRING IN THE YARD!!!!  NO EXCEPTIONS 

IF YOU DO NOT FUEL YOUR TRAILER AND YOU GET CAUGHT YOU WILL PAY A $25.00 PENALTY. 
REMEMBER  ¾  IS NOT FULL. 
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Although civil rights activist Martin Luther King, Jr., is honored in January, when he was born, he is best 
known for his famed "I have a dream" speech, which was given on Aug. 28, 1963.  

Count Your Freight…….So you don’t have to pay a load claim. 
 

 

I would like to discuss a topic that some drivers take for granted. The topic is 
“Freight Claims”. We have been getting more freight claims in the recent months 
than we have had in the past year. 

 

What causes a claim, most of the time it is shortages. You the driver are responsi-
ble to count the freight and make sure you watch it being loaded on the truck so 
that it all gets loaded. 

 

I know that we do have some shippers that do not allow you on the dock. However 
we have some other shippers that do allow you on the dock to count however you 
must ask, they do not inform you that you can be on the dock. This is where these 
claims are coming from because the driver does not ask “can I count the freight”. 

 

I just want to remind all drivers, Owner Operators, and Brokers you are responsi-
ble for any preventable load claim, and will be charged for the entire claim. 
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People born in August fall under the sun zodiac signs of Leo and Virgo. Leos are known to be dra-
matic, creative and outgoing. Virgos have acute attention to detail and are the people most likely to 
dedicate themselves to serving. They also are loyal, hardworking and analytical.  

What Would You Do? 
 

 

What happened? 

 The driver of Vehicle #1 was in the process of coupling his doubles in the company 
yard, prior to heading out on his trip. The company yard is an unlit, unpaved, dirt parking lot 
that is uneven and covered with ice and snow. After hooking to his lead trailer, the driver of ve-
hicle #1 began backing up to his dolly. As the lead trailer began to get close to the dolly, the 
wheels of the truck struck a pothole in the yard and lowered the trailer resulting in the dolly 
crushing the panel of the rear door on the front trailer. 

Decision: 

 The Accident Review Committee has ruled this case preventable. The committee’s re-
view was limited to the facts and circumstances presented in this case. 

Reason for Recommendation:  

. The Driver failed to get out of the cab periodically to check and recheck conditions 
when backing. Even if the yard was not lighted and covered with snow, the driver should have 
been even more cautious prior to backing, especially knowing that the possibility of potholes 
existed. 

How does this apply to us? 

 It never hurts to walk around your truck and trailer prior to backing up. Your mirrors 
will not show you everything you need to see. Learn from others mistakes, not re-live them.  
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“Hoffman Transport Inc.  

Lumper Receipt Form”. 

 

 Every driver whether company, owner operator or broker must complete a “Hoffman Transport Inc. Lumper Form” to receive credits for any 
lumper. NO EXCEPTIONS. This procedure has been in place at Hoffman Transport Inc. for years. 

 

If you receive a printout receipt from the lumper service you STILL have to complete the Hoffman Transport Inc. form.  You may ask yourself 
“Why?”  Here is the answer.  The billing clerk here at Hoffman Transport Inc. needs to send this along with the invoice to get paid for the load.  If 
we do not send both lumper receipt and lumper form then we do not get paid for the load.  If the company cannot get paid for the load then we can 
not pay a driver for the load. 

 

If the lumper service will not complete the form then you the driver must complete as much as possible.  This form needs to be turned in with the 
trip it coincides with not days later or with another trip. Failure to complete the form will result in you NOT receiving credit and a payroll deduc-
tion will show on your settlement sheet.  

 

Thank You, 
Bridget  

 

Sample Form     

             

HOFFMAN TRANSPORT, INC. 

 

LUMPER RECEIPT 
 

(ALL INFORMATION MUST BE FILLED OUT) 

 
NAME OF SHIPPER:   _____________________________________ 

 

NAME OF RECEIVER:  ____________________________________ 

 

TRIP#:  __________ DRIVER’S NAME: ______________________ 

 

PRODUCT DESC.  ________________________________________ 

 

LUMPER SERVICE:  ______________________________________ 

 

LUMPER NAME:  _________________________________________ 

 

LUMPER ADDRESS:  ______________________________________ 

 

______________________________________ 

 

LUMPER TELEPHONE #:  _________________________________ 

 

LUMPER’S SOCIAL SECURITY#:  __________________________ 

 

RECEIPT AMOUNT:  ______________________________________ 

 

DATE OF RECEIPT:  ______________________________________ 

 

LUMPER’S SIGNATURE:  _________________________________ 
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August is named after Augustus Caesar, founder and the first emperor of the Roman Empire, who was posthu-
mously adopted by his maternal great-uncle Gaius Julius Caesar.  

Joseph Trail 

7/8/2014 

Gregory Dennis 

7/20/2014 

James McKee 

7/29/2014 
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On August 20, 1630, Lemonade was first served in Paris, France.  

FUEL SPILL SAFETY MEASURES 

 
1. ALWAYS PUT NOZZLE IN TANK BEFORE TURNING PUMP ON! 

 

2. STAY WITH VEHICLE WHERE YOU CAN OBSURVE THE PUMP AND NOZZLES WHILE FUELING! 

 

3. AUTOMATIC SHUT OFF NOZZLES DON`T ALWAYS SHUT OFF AS THEY 
SHOULD! 

 

4. IF YOU SHOULD HAVE A FUEL SPILL SHUT OFF PUMPS IMEDIATELY! 

 

5. NOTIFY SOMEONE IN THE SHOP TO HELP CONTAIN THE SPILL! 

 

6. USE BOOMS AND OIL DRY TO CLEAN UP ANY SPILLED FUEL! 

 

7. NEVER LEAVE VEHICLE WHEN FUELING, ALWAYS NOTIFY SHOP IN CASE OF 
SPILL! 

Two of our dedicated drivers for Ventura Philly have been acknowledged by Michelle Donnelly from Ventura. 
She emailed us June 26, 2014 letting us know that she thinks Brian Whittington and Andy Bedore are fabulous. 
She continues the compliment with the statement that she feels lucky to have these 2 dedicated drivers on this 
route.  So a HUGE thank you goes out to these two drivers for making such a positive impact on this cus-
tomer! 
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On August 9, 1936, Jesse Owens became the first to win four gold medals at the Olympics, held in Germany.  

(From June 2014) 

Al Shenk 
Alan Shives 

Adam Harnish 
Art Fickes 

Bill Fitz 
Bill Woods 
Bob Kring 

Brad Melzer 
Brian Whittingtion 

Brian York 

Charles Carpenter 

Chris Barbour 
Chris Brown 
Cliff Harry 

Dave Carbaugh 

David Ruffin 
Del Campbell 
Dennis Gesin 
Dennis Ratliff 
Del Campbell 
Donald Grove 
Doug Ledford 
Dwight Miller 
Ed Jackson 

Eddie Kelbaugh 
Eldin Robison 

Elwood Godsey 
Eric Harry 

Eric Shorter 
Frank Smith 

Frank Yaccarino 
James Kinaro 
James Stull 
Jeff Shives 

John Conner 
John Minkema 

John Tabler 
Jon Youmans 
Ken Roberts 

Mark Thurston 
Merle Wolf 

Richard Safee 
Robert Striplin 
Stephan Smith 

Steve Miller 

 
Steve Pastore 
Tom Rauser 

Warren Mongold 
Wayne Arbogast 

Charles Harris 

David Bernhardt 

James Robertson 

Krista Bonds 

Rockwell Beam 
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Motorized Taxis began operating in New York City on August 13, 1907  

Customer Service 
 

When I was in high school, I worked at Sears in the Men’s Department.  You are probably wondering,… “What does this have to do 
with trucking and Hoffman Transport, Inc.?”   

 

Two words…CUSTOMER SERVICE.  Hear me out… 

 

When I worked there, it was Part Time and I was a dumb kid.  I normally worked 5 till 9 during the week and all I could think about 
was clocking out and going home.  And wouldn’t you know it, most nights around 8:45, somebody would come waltzing into my 
department and want to shop.  Nothing irritated me more than that.   

 

Some days it just seemed like customers were there only to make my life a living Hell.  They would return items.  They would mess 
up a display I just cleaned up.  They would complain because we didn’t have that particular sweater in their size.  Their kids would 
squeal at the top of their lungs and cry for no reason.  The nerve of these people.   

 

I just wanted them to all go away.   

 

Back then, I was too young, too dumb to see the big picture.  What if these “irritating people”, these customers, stopped showing up?  
In the short term, I would be happy.  The less annoying people in my life, the better.  But, in the long term, the store would close 
down and I would lose my job.  Customers fueled the business.  Their sales fueled my hours which, in turn, fueled my paycheck.   

 

Some days in trucking are frustrating.  Some of it is traffic.  Some of it is HOS.  And, of course, some problems are brought on by 
customers.   

 

But, they are our customers.  They are paying us to pick up and deliver their freight.  Without them, we would have to close the 
doors.   We don’t sell a product here.  We sell service, and part of that service means dealing with difficult people.   

 

The next time you are at a customer and are thinking, “I wish this customer would go away,” really think about the consequences of 
that action.   

 

Be on time.  Be polite.  Kill them with kindness.  We are here to serve them, no matter how annoying they may seem at the time.  
Help make us their carrier of choice by being, not only a driver, but a customer service representative for the company.   
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August 15, 1969 Woodstock  Music & Art Fair Opened 

Miles without Hours and False Logs 
 

Whenever a tractor moves more then 5 miles, and was not listed as driving, it will 
show up on a miles without hours report. As in, this driver used his tractor and did 
not log it. This could be a driver in any status, off duty, on duty, or sleeper. There 
are several instances in which a driver will just move to a customer that’s close and 
it won’t trip which is harmless enough, or a driver moved to a truck stop that was 
right down the road, and this is fine. The problem that continues to occur is drivers 
who will drive, stop, put themselves back in the sleeper, and continue driving 
while technically being in the sleeper. Despite several new articles, and several 
people being told in person, this is still occurring. Any DOT officer or auditor that 
stopped and looked at a book in depth can see that every ten minutes a driver was 
stopping and putting himself in the sleeper. Four instances of a driver going in the 
sleeper, at four different GPS locations, is a dead give away something’s wrong. So 
from this point forward, if you take it upon yourself to try and cheat your log book, 
it will be changed to driving, and you will have a violation. This is a final warning, 
either call and get permission like has been stated many times, including during 
orientation, or get a driving violation. 

Also, please do not worry about honest mistakes; it is easy to see when a driver 
had intentions to cheat. Most of you are doing a good job of staying honest, and 
calling when you get stuck, there are still a few however, that continue to think 
they aren’t being monitored, and this needs to end.  

 

Thank you 
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Con-Way Kernersville, NC 

 

 Please be aware that Con-way has an on-site scale at their Kernersville, NC location.  
They will allow us to use this scale free of charge and we can axle weigh.  Also, if you pick up a 
loaded reefer at Kernersville, please make sure you fuel it at HTI before dropping it at Con-way 
Greencastle.  Con-way unloads the Kernersville freight and then reloads the trailer for another 
one of our destinations.  If the trailer is not fueled before it is dropped at Greencastle, it will end 
up in Jessup or New England low on fuel. 

 

Thanks, 

 

Chris 

 

 

GW Traffic 

 

 The GW bridge traffic has been tough sledding the last couple of weeks.  If you are 
headed to New England from Taylor Farms try the following: 

 

1) NJ Pike to I-80 West 

2) Take 80 West Local Lanes (Be sure you take the Local Lanes or you can not exit onto Rt 17) 

3) Pick up Rt 17 North at exit 64A on I-80 

4) Follow Rt 17 North for roughly 24 miles to 287 North 


